
 

 
Sample Issue - Kenkyo Investing 

TYO:  2344  Heian  Ceremony 
 

Thinking Points 

● Heian Ceremony (TYO: 2344) is a regionally dominant funeral service provider that delivers 
industry leading operating performance. 

● Creativity at ground level operations supports Heian’s low-cost leader position. 
● At 1.1x EV/EBIT, 2.5% dividend yield, and 44.4% CEO + Family ownership, Heian offers an 

attractive investment opportunity (ballpark investment CAGR 15%). 
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Introduction 

Founded in 1969, Heian Ceremony (TYO: 2344) operates funeral services, ceremony venues, and 
nursing homes - mostly in southern and central Kanagawa Prefecture (southwest border of Tokyo). 
Funeral services is Heian Ceremony’s core segment which produced 80+% of fiscal 2017 total revenues 
and 90+% of total gross profits: 

 

Source: Heian Ceremony IR - Fiscal 2017 Earnings Presentation  (English added by author) 
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Industry dynamics and direction 

General industry dynamics 

Here are a few bullet points describing the funeral service industry in Japan: 

● Funeral shifting from home to funeral halls 
● New market entrants 
● Slow growth of industry over 20 years 

There is no certification requirement or special business permit needed to operate a funeral service 
business in Japan. This makes it easy for newcomers to enter the funeral services industry. 
Historically, the industry has been highly fragmented. All Japan Funeral Directors Co-Operations 
(AJFDC) estimates there are 4,000 to 5,000 funeral directors in all of Japan. This is not a surprise, 
considering funerals are inherently a location dependent business; customers are not likely to travel 
long distances to organize a funeral. In fact, it is fairly common for Japanese families to have funerals 
at home.  

Customer preferences are changing. According to a AJFDC survey, home funerals accounted for more 
than a third of funeral locations in 1999. In contrast, less than 10% of funerals were held at home in 
2014. An overwhelming majority (81%) of funerals took place at funeral halls: 

 

Source: All Japan Funeral Directors Co-Operations April 2017 Presentation 
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Funeral Pricing 

Typically, funeral pricing has three main components: 

1. Funeral ceremony fees 
2. Facility fees 
3. Food and drinks 

Usually when funeral service operators are providing quotes for funerals, the quote is specifically for 
the funeral ceremony, not including facility fees or food and drinks. Occasionally, the funeral 
ceremony plan comes with a small amount of food and drinks.  

Though I have not been able to find hard data to support this, I am fairly confident that pricing 
visibility would be in the top three customer complaints over the past 10 years. My confidence comes 
from a fair amount of reading about Japan’s funeral services industry over the internet.  

It is difficult to say whether funeral operators intentionally create pricing visibility problems. With 
funerals, one of the major variable cost component is the number of visitors. Funeral operators can 
lock-in rental rates for funeral halls, but cost of food and drinks are linearly related to the number of 
visitors; and operators do not always know how many visitors to expect for each funeral. Since funeral 
services happen on short notice, it can be difficult to prepare for the variability. 

It is common in Japan for people to make installment payments for funerals before they pass away. 
This is organized by a “Gojokai” or mutual benefit organization. Approximately 61% of Heian 
Ceremony’s funeral service customers are a member of the mutual benefit organization operated by 
Heian Ceremony. 

The norm in Japan’s funeral services industry has characteristics which value investors tend to favor. 
For funeral customers that are not a member of the Gojokai, margins have been protected through 
limited visibility in pricing and the general immediacy of funerals (no real room for negotiation). For 
funeral customers that are a member of the Gojokai, the cash flow is attractive. 

 

Estimated  market size 

AJFDC produced a useful benchmark for funeral costs: 

Year Food &  Drinks Facility  fees Funeral 
ceremony  fees 

2014 ¥33,900 ¥44,600 ¥122,200 

2017 ¥30,600 ¥47,300 ¥121,400 
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Source: All Japan Funeral Directors Co-Operations April 2017 Presentation 

In 2016, 1,296,000 Japanese people passed away. To keep the market size estimate conservative, I will 
only use funeral ceremony fees for market size calculation. Since customers can opt-out of facility fees 
(i.e., home funerals) and minimize food and drink expenses, I think this makes the most sense. 

Assuming every death yields a funeral, Japan’s 2016 funeral services market size is: 

¥121,400 * 1,296,000 = ¥157 billion  

At an exchange rate of 1 yen to 0.0089 US Dollars, Japan’s funeral services industry is a $1.4 billion 
dollar industry. 
Japan’s National Institute of Population and Social Security Research (NIPSSR) estimates that annual 
deaths will peak at just over 1,600,000 deaths in 2038. Assuming funeral costs are kept constant, 
market size will look like this: 

¥121,400 * 1,600,000 = ¥194 billion  

Using the same exchange rates, we are looking at a $1.7 billion dollar industry. That is about a 1% 
CAGR over 21 years. Not exactly a growth industry, but solidly stable. Let’s also keep in mind that this 
is a conservative estimate. Most funeral services offer some combination of food and drink, facility, 
and funeral ceremony package. 

New market entrants 

With the low barriers to entry, an aging population, and attractive business model characteristics, it is 
not a major surprise that large companies from unrelated industries are entering the market. Over the 
past 10 years or so, the following big names have joined: 

● Aeon (TYO: 8267) - Japan’s physical retail giant 
● Family Mart (TYO: 8028) - #2 in Japanese convenience store industry 
● Nankai Railway (TYO: 9044) - Southern Osaka railway operator 

With the highly local nature of funeral services, it is hard to identify any clear advantage that big 
money has over small operators. Perhaps brand familiarity may help big names establish a footing 
quickly. However, funeral services are highly personal in nature. I think it is unlikely that a 
standardized corporate approach to funeral services gains traction. 

Key competitors 

As mentioned earlier, Japan’s funeral services industry is highly fragmented with many small players 
in the market. Here are a few publicly traded funeral service companies which can be used as a 
benchmark for Heian Ceremony’s business performance: 
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Company Ticker 
Most recent fiscal 

year  revenues 
(millions  of yen) 

%  funeral 
revenue  (FY 

2017) 
Notes 

Sun  Holding TYO: 9628 ¥18,677 79+% Largest funeral  service 
company in  Japan. 

Tear TYO: 2485 ¥10,594 100% 
All  around  funeral  service 
company gaining  media 

popularity in  Japan. 

Sun  Life TYO: 4656 ¥11,322 74% 

Direct competitor of Heian, 
primarily operating  in 
southwest Tokyo  and 

Kanagawa  Prefectures. 

Heian 
Ceremony TYO: 2344 ¥10,205 81% - 

Source: Nikkei, respective company IR, author reading 

Dominant strategy 

I first came across Heian Ceremony while reading about dominant strategy; a business strategy 
popularized by 7-Eleven Japan. In the English speaking world, the dominant strategy is typically 
discussed in the context of Game Theory; a strategy is dominant when a player’s outcome is better 
than the opponent’s, regardless of what the opponent does. 

In Japan, the dominant strategy typically refers to a retail strategy where an operator opens a high 
concentration of stores in a small geographic area. The high concentration improves logistical 
efficiency, thereby reducing the cost of goods transportation. This allows the operator to set prices 
lower than its competitors while maintaining margins, resulting in regional dominance. 

Heian Ceremony employs the dominant strategy in funeral service operations. More specifically, the 
company dominates in southern and central Kanagawa Prefecture, pulling in an estimated 40% of 
regional market share. Here is a map of Heian Ceremony’s facility locations: 
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Source: Heian Ceremony IR - Fiscal 2017 Earnings Presentation  (English added by author) 

To add context, here is a larger map highlighting Kanagawa Prefecture, Heian Ceremony’s core 
geographic market, in relation to Tokyo: 

 

Source: Google Maps 
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Heian Ceremony’s sweet spot is generally 30 to 40 kilometers (or 20 to 25 miles) away from downtown 
Tokyo. 

According to a Zai Online (Japanese) article from 2012, Heian Ceremony does not stop with the 
dominant strategy. The company  meticulously and creatively pursues ground level cost savings. In 
the article, the author comments on how Heian Ceremony expands its footprint. Typically, purchasing 
land and constructing a new 3,500 square foot facility costs over 100 million yen ($890k+ USD). Instead 
of purchasing land and constructing a new building, Heian Ceremony buys existing buildings and 
renovates them. Generally, this reduces initial investment in half. 

The cost cutting doesn’t end there either. Heian Ceremony employees are not shy about walking into 
second-hand stores in search for furnishings. These furnishings are purchased at significant discounts 
and repurposed for Heian’s funeral facilities. Heian CEO Hideyuki Souma says “We use a lot of feelings, 
but not a lot of money.”  

Performance 

So far, we have mostly described Heian Ceremony’s business approach from a qualitative standpoint. 
The company’s historical financials shows that it works. 

Here are a few graphs benchmarking Heian Ceremony’s performance against the key competitors 
mentioned earlier: 
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The performance speaks for itself. Tear Corp delivers leading gross margins and Greenblatt ROIC 
performance. However, Heian Ceremony generates operating margins that lead the industry by a long 
shot. 

Here is Heian Ceremony management’s medium term guidance: 

 

Fiscal 2018 2019 2020 

Sales (millions of yen) ¥10,338 ¥10,446 ¥10,658 

Operating  Income ¥2,025 ¥2,045 ¥2,080 

 

The sales growth CAGR of 1.1% is in line with overall industry growth.  
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For fiscal 2017 capital investment of ¥ 1,312 million, most of it went toward opening and acquiring 
funeral facilities. Additionally, the company acquired a small nursing home. 

Price, valuation, and risks 

With the above business performance in mind, let’s take a look at a few basic price metrics for Heian 
Ceremony and its competitors: 

 

 EV/EBIT P/E P/B 

Heian  Ceremony 1.1 9.2 0.76 

San  Holdings 6.4 10.5 0.67 

Tear Corp 14.7 20.7 2.83 

Sun  Life  Corp -5.2 13.6 1.1 

 

Historically, Heian Ceremony regularly traded at negative EV/EBIT multiples. It feels a bit odd to say 
that a 1.1x EV/EBIT multiple is actually high for this company. With consistent and healthy historical 
operating performance, the current price makes very little sense. Figuring out Heian Ceremony’s 
investment case is mostly a function of making sure the revenues and margins remain consistent. 
Whatever growth the company brings is icing on the cake. If we have confidence in the company’s 
ability to continue its business performance, the market ought to expand the EV/EBIT multiple. 

Some may notice the “other long term liabilities”, which adds up to a significant amount (~¥ 14 
million). This is mainly due to advance payments received for funeral services (i.e., “Gojokai”).  

Heian Ceremony’s biggest risk is not the competition; it’s a shift in consumer funeral service 
preference. Japan’s population is moving from the country to the city, which is good since Heian 
Ceremony’s sweet spot is just outside of Tokyo. I think it is safe to say that the shift in funeral location 
from homes to funeral halls was at least partially supported by the population movement toward 
cities. This is mainly because apartment living is common in cities. Having a funeral at home is not 
exactly an option when living in an apartment. 

Consumer funeral service preference made a shift from home funerals to smaller funeral halls 
between 1999 and 2014. A 2013 Japan Broadcasting (NHK) news report indicated that a little over 20% 
of funeral services in the Kanto region (Tokyo + surrounding areas) were direct cremation. That means 
no special ceremony. If this becomes commonplace, Heian Ceremony’s whole business is in jeopardy. 
That said, change takes time, especially in Japan. If a shift in funeral service preferences were to take 
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place, I would imagine that it would be gradual; like the shift from home funerals to funeral halls over 
a 15 year period. 

CEO Hideyuki Souma owns 15.87% of Heian Ceremony. Furthermore, the family (Souma and Yamada 
families) owns a combined 44.4% of the company, including the CEO's stake. I am unsure whether this 
is intentional, but 4 is an unlucky number associated with death in Japan. I thought it was a little odd 
that the CEO + family stake added up to 44.4% of company ownership. The CEO is 59 years old.  

Given that Heian Ceremony competitors’ market valuations are all over the board, I don’t think it is 
appropriate to take an average and use it as a benchmark for Heian Ceremony. That said, I don’t see 
why Heian Ceremony should trade for less than 6x EV/EBIT. The company consistently delivers 
industry leading operating performance.  

A rough estimation of Heian Ceremony’s stock price at 6x EV/EBIT, incorporating management’s 
medium term guidance, is about 1,650  - 1,750 yen per share compared to today’s 971 yen per 
share price. Carried out over 4 years, investment CAGR is about 15%, not accounting for dividends or 
buybacks. Current dividend yield is 2.5%. This is probably a good time to note that shares outstanding 
is 13,132,700. Additionally, the company has 1,533,000 shares in treasury and 1,300 below-trading-unit 
shares. In total, there are 14,667,000 shares of which 10.45% is in treasury. 

The bottom line 

Heian Ceremony is a regionally dominant funeral service company with industry leading operating 
margins. Looking at Heian Ceremony’s historically consistent operating performance and low 1.1x 
EV/EBIT multiple, it is highly likely that the market either does not understand or does not know about 
the company. Heian Ceremony’s shares trade at 971 yen today. I think a reasonable share price for 
Heian Ceremony is 1,650 - 1,750 yen. Over a 4 year investment period, this yields a 15% CAGR not 
accounting for dividends and buybacks. 
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